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Christ Church Cathedral School

Dear Parents and Guardians,
With report cards going home next week, we are all very busy at school. That includes everyone:
EAs, teachers, support staff, and students. This is the time of year when the harvest comes in - so to
speak - as we prepare report cards and help students get those final assignments completed. Our
teachers have been working very hard to help students prepare to share their learning. Even the
grade one children were presenting their writing about their parents’ occupations to the class this week. Our teachers and EAs have been facilitating project learning, helping students find their voice through the written word, and
looking for teachable moments to instill playground ethics. They have prepared students to shine in musical performances and opened up creative avenues of expression in art class. They organized fantastic field trips to enhance learning (see the student reviews of the Victoria Symphony in this newsletter), managed clubs like the new
middle school debate club, and generally went that extra kilometer at every opportunity. I extend this note of deep
appreciation to all of our educators and support staff for their great work this term.
Yesterday we celebrated Shrove Tuesday with the help of Kathleen Cormie, mother of Thomas in grade one. She
baked 220 maple flavoured cookies that we handed out to the students and staff at lunchtime. This replaced the
annual pancake breakfast that was cancelled due to work being done to repair the kitchen. The cookies were delicious, according to those experienced cookie munching judges, our students. Thank you, Kathleen. You really
saved the day!
Today is Ash Wednesday and we ‘ashed’ our students in chapel today. The tradition is to use the ashes from the
palm leaves we burned after Palm Sunday last year. A small amount of this ash is used to draw a cross on the
child’s forehead or the back of their hand. It always amazes me to see the joy this simple act brings to the students.
As we enter the season of Lent and plan for spring break activities, I hope you can plan for a few quiet moments to
reflect, to express gratitude and to prepare for Easter.
Blessings to you all,
Stuart Hall
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Last Wednesday, Alyssa and Elysse were formally installed as full Choristers at a special Evensong in the Cathedral.
They received their white surplices (pictured) as a sign of their achievement and commitment. Jude and Alan were
also promoted to Head Choristers. Congratulations to these four children in particular, and to all of the choristers,
who are achieving amazing results and making excellent strides through their hard work! If you have a child who
might be interested in this exciting program, please contact the Cathedral's Director of Music, Donald Hunt:
(dhunt@christchurchcathedral.bc.ca)
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Updates by Mr. James Rhodes
All four of the school's volleyball teams finished up their season over the last week, wrapping up a hectic
month of practices, jamborees and game replays. The grade 8 girls team almost completed a perfect season,
only dropping one set the whole year. The coaches were very impressed with the level of skill and the competitive nature of the team, which helped them become so successful over the season. It was a great way for our
senior girls to finish off their CCCS volleyball careers. The 6/7 girls team had an awesome introduction to volleyball this year, with many grade 6s coming out for the team. The team learned a lot about the game, and
showed off their team work in three jamborees in which they were the top team each time. The coaches were
extremely happy with the attitude and commitment of the team and are looking forward to the next couple of
years coaching them.
The grade 7/8 boys team finished up their season at Gordon Head with a tough match up against some quality
opponents. The team worked hard all month and really enjoyed their season. The coaches were happy with
the effort the players put into each game and the results they achieved. Finally, the 6/7 boys team enjoyed a
fine season with some solid wins against competitive schools. At the end of the season they should be proud of
their efforts and know that they were only bested by two other schools over their two jamborees. A special
thanks to all the coaches who volunteered their time over the season. Thank you Mrs. Blue, Mrs. Branscombe,
Cody, and Todd for all your hard work.
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Symphony Review – Emilio Chuma Earle
I learned that listening to music live sounds very different than listing to it on radio and stream. It sounds way
louder and more interesting because anything could happen like some ones string could break or they could miss
a note where on radio it sounds perfect. I also learned that you can play or make a musical sound on almost everything. It was so amazing how Vern was playing on everything that was in his kitchen. I was super amazed about
it he even made a instrument in about six seconds it was made of a soda can and rice after he put good tape on
the top.
The most interesting part of the symphony was how they set up. It was set up so neatly and well. Also how they
were speaking was so amazing they spoke really enthusiastic. All the instruments played very nicely together and
sounded really good when they played together that was the thing I found the most interesting.
My favourite piece was the sabre dance and everything else was amazing but the best was the sabre dance. The
tempo change in sabre dance was extraordinary. There was fast then slow then fast then slow It was so interesting. I had never heard anything like it before. In fact It was so good I showed my parents when I got home.
My favourite instrument that Vern played was the xylophone. I liked when he played the xylophone because when
he played it the tempo to it was really fast. All the notes he played sounded well played. He played the xylophone
Sabre dance and Star wars.
Other instruments that I found interesting was the Cello and Violin. I found these instruments interesting because The cello was the big version of the violin and it sounded much lower than I expected. I liked the Cello the
best when they were plucking the strings. But on the violin I liked it better when they used the bow because it
sounded calming and more relaxing. When they were plucking the strings on the Cello I felt more into it. That is
why I liked the Cello and the Violin.
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Wall to Wall Percussion - Keira Doyle
The Wall to Wall percussion was exciting and funny because they made the music into a story and made it more for
kids to enjoy. Sometimes I was laughing and sometimes I was relaxed. What I found was the musicians had all put
in a lot of practice and the experience was very enjoyable.
What I learned is that you can play music with any object. I found it very interesting when Vern played the xylophone because he was so good at it and could play the instrument so fast! My favourite piece was the Saber Dance,
because it was extremely loud, but not in a way that was unpleasant. My favourite instrument that Vern played was
the drums in the song “Mission Impossible.” I liked the movie and it was exciting to hear the theme song in person
and played so well. The instruments that were especially interesting to me was the spirited saxophone and the lively
clarinet.
I loved the Wall to Wall Percussion experience and I had a great time! Thank you to the teachers who set it up.

Wall-To-Wall Percussion - Ayden Kuo
On February 22nd, we went to the UVIC symphony to listen to the Wall-To-Wall Percussion. Wall-To-Wall Percussion is where the VICTORIA SYMPHONY play lots of different kind of music.
During that experience, I learned that you can make percussion instruments anywhere and percussion instruments
come from all around the world, such as the maracas, tiny cymbals, and more! Here are some ways that you can
make “homemade instruments”:
 Take an empty soda can and fill it with rice or barley. Take some very “good tape” and tape the opening of the
soda can.


Take an empty easter egg, and fill it with some barley or rice. Tape it well!

My favourite songs that the symphony played were the Sabre Dance, Star Wars, Tuileries and Xylophonia. I
liked Sabre Dance because it was so exciting and the tempo sounded extremely fast. Star Wars was very grand and
bold. Xylophonia was very fun and Vern played the xylophone so fast that my ears couldn’t keep up with the music.
My brain had to slowly replay the song, so I could hear it. Tuileries reminds me of the time when I went to Paris
and I visited the garden, Tuileries. The song brought back many good, old memories.
My favourite instruments that Vern played were the Triangle because he made the Triangle play so many different
kind of notes (low and high). I also really like the coffee machine and the TNT! The coffee machine made a really
good humming sound to the music and Vern made a funny face so it made everyone laugh even more.
The other instruments in the orchestra that was interesting for me was the violin, cello, cymbals, and the trombone.
I like the violin because I play it and the cello made a nice, low sound that stood out. I really liked the sound of the
cymbals because it made a sudden sound, unlike any other instruments I know. The trombone made a funny sound
that made me laugh.
The thing that was especially interesting was that I first did not know that the coffee machine could make such a
nice ring to the music, even though the coffee machine doesn’t ring. One of the things that were especially interesting was that how all the people listened to each other and they all sounded as one. I have two sisters, and our violin
teacher gave us this trio called Ballet Anglois. Me and my sisters know all the notes, but now we have to listen to
each other, which is extremely difficult for me.
I was really happy because we got invited to the symphony, and I really cherished that moment. All the instruments
played really well and I think they practiced really hard. One day, I would love to be as talented as them.

